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ABSTRACT
Over the highest elevations of Antarctica, during many months of the year, air near the surface is colder
than in much of the overlying atmosphere. This unique feature of the Antarctic atmosphere has been shown to
result in a negative greenhouse effect and a negative instantaneous radiative forcing at the top of the
atmosphere (RFTOA:INST ), when carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations are increased, and it has been suggested
that this effect might play some role in te recent cooling trends observed over East Antarctica. Here, using
fully coupled global climate model integrations, in addition to radiative transfer model calculations, the
authors confirm the existence of such a negative RFTOA:INST over parts of Antarctica in response to an instantaneous quadrupling of CO2. However, it is also shown that the instantaneous radiative forcing at the
tropopause (RFTP:INST ) is positive. Further, the negative RFTOA:INST lasts only a few days following the imposed perturbation, and rapidly disappears as the stratosphere cools in response to increased CO2. As a
consequence, like the RFTP:INST , the stratosphere-adjusted radiative forcing at the TOA is positive over all of
Antarctica and, in the model presented herein, surface temperatures increase everywhere over that continent
in response to quadrupled CO2. The results, therefore, clearly demonstrate that the curious negative instantaneous radiative forcing plays no role in the recently observed East Antarctic cooling.

1. Introduction
Over the past decade, a large effort has been focused
on reconstructing Antarctic surface air temperature
(SAT) from in situ, satellite, and reanalysis datasets, in
order to gain a better understanding of how this highly
sensitive region has been changing (Chapman and
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Walsh 2007; Monaghan et al. 2008; Steig et al. 2009;
O’Donnell et al. 2011; Bromwich et al. 2013; Nicolas and
Bromwich 2014). These reconstructions have revealed
considerable spatial asymmetry and strong seasonality in
SAT trends over the satellite era, including statistically
significant warming in West Antarctica in austral spring
[September–November (SON)] and, surprisingly, a clear
although statistically insignificant cooling in East
Antarctica in austral autumn [March–May (MAM)]
(Schneider et al. 2012; Nicolas and Bromwich 2014;
Smith and Polvani 2017).
A number of mechanisms have been suggested to
explain these SAT trends, typically relating to changes
in the atmospheric circulation associated either with
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stratospheric ozone depletion (Thompson and Solomon
2002; Marshall 2007; McLandress et al. 2011; Nicolas
and Bromwich 2014) or with tropical teleconnections
(Ding et al. 2011; Schneider et al. 2012; Simpkins et al.
2014; Li et al. 2014; Clem and Fogt 2015; Clem and
Renwick 2015; Fogt and Wovrosh 2015).
An intriguing new mechanism was proposed by
Schmithüsen et al. (2015, hereafter S15), who reported
that the existence of a negative greenhouse effect
(GHE) and a negative instantaneous radiative forcing at
the top of the atmosphere (TOA) associated with increasing CO2 might contribute to the cooling of East
Antarctica. As in S15, we illustrate this instantaneous
radiative forcing in a simple two-level framework (e.g.,
Marshall and Plumb 2007), in which the longwave (LW)
flux at the TOA takes the simple form
4
FTOA:LW 5 2(1 2 «ATM )sTSFC

4
2 «ATM sTATM
,

(1)

where TSFC and TATM are the temperatures of the surface and atmosphere, respectively, «ATM is the LW
atmospheric absorptivity/emissivity, and s is the StefanBoltzmann constant; downward fluxes are positive, as
per the usual convention. The instantaneous change in
FTOA:LW due to a change in «ATM (for constant TSFC and
TATM ), such as due to an increase in CO2 concentrations,
can be written as
›FTOA:LW
4
4
5 s(TSFC
2 TATM
).
›«ATM

(2)

We refer to this as the instantaneous radiative forcing
at the TOA (hereafter, RFTOA:INST ). Note that, in this
simple two-level framework, the right-hand side (RHS)
of Eq. (2) is proportional to the greenhouse effect
4
4
–TATM
)]. The key point here is that
[GHE 5 «ATM s(TSFC
nearly everywhere on Earth TATM is lower than TSFC ,
making the RHS of Eq. (2) positive. Over Antarctica,
however, for many months of the year TATM can be
substantially higher than TSFC , making the RHS of
Eq. (2) negative: hence the negative greenhouse effect
or negative RFTOA:INST .
This peculiar negative greenhouse effect, only found
over the coldest regions of Antarctica, was originally
observed by Hanel et al. (1972, see their Fig. 12d), using
an infrared spectrometer aboard one of the early
Nimbus-4 meteorological satellites. It has been recently
examined in S15, who computed the nearly instantaneous
RFTOA:INST to a quadrupling of CO2 concentrations using
both a line-by-line radiative transfer model and an
atmospheric general circulation model (GCM).
In this paper we confirm and extend the findings
of S15. Specifically, using both an offline radiative transfer model and ensembles of fully coupled
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atmosphere–ocean–land–sea ice GCM integrations, we
demonstrate that the while the RFTOA:INST is indeed negative over Antarctica in certain seasons, the instantaneous
radiative forcing at the tropopause (RFTP:INST ) is positive.
In addition, we show that the negative RFTOA:INST is very
short-lived, and that the rapid cooling of the polar
stratosphere negates it within a couple of weeks after
quadrupling of CO2 concentrations (43CO2). We also
explore the possibility that the negative RFTOA:INST might
be amplified by climate feedbacks, but we find that at no
time and at no location over Antarctica does the surface
cool following 43CO2 in our model.

2. Methods
a. Models
The GCM we employ is the Specified Chemistry
version of the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate
Model (SC-WACCM), a stratosphere-resolving version
of the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) Community Earth System Model (CESM1).
The atmospheric component of SC-WACCM has 66
vertical levels with a model top at 140 km, a horizontal
resolution of 1.98 3 2.58, specialized parameterizations
for gravity waves, and specified middle atmosphere
chemistry [for details, see Smith et al. (2014)]. This atmospheric model is coupled to land, ocean, and sea ice
components identical to those described in Marsh
et al. (2013).
In addition to SC-WACCM, we use the Parallel
Offline Radiative Transfer (PORT) model to calculate
the instantaneous radiative forcing at the TOA and
tropopause and the stratosphere-adjusted radiative
forcing at the TOA following 43CO2. We note that
PORT consists of the radiative transfer component of
SC-WACCM, and, when stratospheric temperatures are
allowed to adjust radiatively, employs a fixed dynamical
heating assumption above the tropopause but with tropospheric and surface properties held fixed (Conley
et al. 2013).

b. Integrations
With PORT, we compute the seasonally varying
instantaneous radiative forcing as the instantaneous
LW flux difference between two PORT integrations
with fixed temperatures throughout the troposphere and stratosphere: one with 43CO2 (1148 ppm)
and one with preindustrial CO2 concentrations
(287 ppm) using the climatology from a single, 1-yrlong ensemble member of the preindustrial
SC-WACCM integrations described below. We compute the instantaneous radiative forcing both at the
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TOA (RFTOA:INST [ DFTOA:LW , where D is the difference
between the 43CO2 integration and the preindustrial
integration) and the tropopause (RFTP:INST [ DFTP:LW ).
The stratosphere-adjusted version, RFTOA:ADJ , is computed using the same experimental setup, except that the
we now run PORT allowing stratospheric temperatures
to adjust radiatively to the imposed CO2 perturbation and
DFTOA:LW is calculated using averages over 1-yr-long
PORT integrations, starting at 1 January.
While PORT is an excellent tool for computing radiative forcing, it provides no information about the subsequent response of Antarctic SAT to 43CO2 in the
coupled climate system. To examine that response in the
presence of all physically consistent model adjustments
and feedbacks, we conduct a suite of 10-member SCWACCM integration ensembles. To construct the
10-member ensembles, we perturb the initial conditions as
in Kay et al. (2015). Specifically, from an existing 500-yr
preindustrial control integration (Smith et al. 2014), for
each month of the year we branch two 1-yr-long, 10-member
ensembles of integrations, one with preindustrial forcings
and one with 43CO2, for a total of 240 integrations. For
each pair of integrations, we then calculate the ‘‘instantaneous’’ radiative forcings (for SC-WACCM, we use
the average over the first 5 days), RFTOA:INST and RFTP:INST ,
and the stratosphere-adjusted radiative forcing, RFTOA:ADJ ,
as well as the SAT and surface flux responses.
One final note about terminology: in the text below, the
average over the 12 responses (one for initialization in each
month) will be referred to as the ‘‘12-month mean’’ to
distinguish it from the ‘‘annual mean,’’ which we reserve to
indicate the mean over one calendar year of model integration, as customary in the climate literature. We also
use the term ‘‘3-month mean’’ in an analogous way to describe the average over the responses for specific seasons.

3. Results
We start by illustrating the monthly vertical temperature profiles at the South Pole in SC-WACCM, averaged over the 500-yr preindustrial integration (Fig. 1).
Clearly the stratospheric temperatures in the Antarctic
exhibit a very large seasonal cycle, with a range of
;708C at 10 hPa. We also note that SC-WACCM successfully simulates a strong surface-based temperature
inversion. As shown by S15 for observationally based
temperature profiles, one can see that in certain months
(January, February, March, October, November, and
December) the SATs are colder than much of the
overlying stratosphere (;10–1 hPa): these are the months
when an increase in CO2 concentrations is prone to yield
an enhanced outgoing LW flux at the TOA, thus a negative RFTOA:INST .
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FIG. 1. Monthly vertical temperature profiles at the South Pole
averaged over the 500-yr SC-WACCM preindustrial integration.
Months that exhibit warmer stratospheric temperatures relative to
surface temperatures are shown in the colored curves. All other
months are shown as gray curves.

We now use the PORT model to examine whether
these temperature profiles, in combination with increased CO2 concentrations, indeed lead to a negative
RFTOA:INST over Antarctica. In Fig. 2a we show the
12-month mean RFTOA:INST associated with an instantaneous quadrupling of CO 2 . As reported in S15,
we also clearly see a region of negative RFTOA:INST
over the high terrain of East Antarctica, where SATs
are coldest. The seasons that contribute most to this
12-month mean signal are December–February (DJF)
and SON, the same seasons for which the climatological
temperature profiles exhibit substantially warmer stratospheric temperatures relative to the surface (see Fig. S1 in
the online supplemental material).
To transcend the limitations of PORT, and confirm
the existence of this negative RFTOA:INST , we next turn
to the fully coupled SC-WACCM integrations, in
which the climate system is allowed to respond to the
imposed CO2 forcing (recall that PORT assumes fixed
dynamical heating above the tropopause, and keeps
all tropospheric and surface properties fixed). The
RFTOA:INST in SC-WACCM is shown in Fig. 2d. Recall
that Fig. 2d shows the ensemble mean of the 12-month
mean response. Clearly, PORT and SC-WACCM are
in excellent agreement, as one might expect for these
very early times after the stepwise increase in CO2
concentrations.
Figures 2a and 2d, therefore, confirm the findings of
S15, and leave little doubt as to the existence of a
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FIG. 2. (top) Shown are the (a) 12-month mean RFTOA:INST , (b) 12-month mean RFTP:INST , and (c) RFTOA:INST (1-yr averaged) for the
PORT integrations. (bottom) Ensemble and 12-month mean (d) RFTOA:INST (averaged over days 1–5), (e) RFTP:INST (averaged over days
1–5), and (f) RFTOA:ADJ (1-yr averaged) for the SC-WACCM integrations. RFTP:INST is calculated inline in PORT and is provided as an
output field. In SC-WACCM, we have estimated RFTP:INST offline by integrating the three-dimensional LW heating rates using the logpressure vertical coordinate and log-pressure density to calculate DFTP:LW . Downward fluxes are positive. White shading indicates regions
that are not statistically significant at the 95% level.

negative RFTOA:INST over Antarctica following 43CO2.
While this is intriguing, it is widely appreciated that the
instantaneous radiative forcing at the tropopause,
RFTP:INST , or the stratosphere-adjusted radiative forcing, RFTOA:ADJ , are the more relevant quantities in terms
of surface climate change (Hansen et al. 1997). We now
turn our attention to these quantities.
Figure 2b is identical to Fig. 2a except that we now
show RFTP:INST . We clearly see that RFTP:INST is positive
everywhere over the Antarctic continent. Similarly,
RFTP:INST in SC-WACCM is very similar to the one in
PORT (Fig. 2e). The disappearance of the region of
negative radiative forcing over East Antarctica, when
examined at the tropopause, indicates that the LW
emission contributing to the negative RFTOA:INST comes
entirely from the stratosphere.
Stratospheric temperatures rapidly cool in response
to a quadrupling of CO2 (;10–20 K between 10 and
1 hPa in the first two months in our PORT and
SC-WACCM integrations; see Fig. S2), and this cooling
erodes the temperature difference between the surface

and the stratosphere that is required to maintain the
negative RFTOA:INST over Antarctica.
The rapid cooling of the stratosphere has a dramatic
effect on the response of the TOA LW fluxes to 43CO2.
This is seen in Fig. 2c, where RFTOA:ADJ computed from
PORT is shown, in the 12-month mean. Clearly, all regions of negative RFTOA:INST disappear when stratospheric temperatures are allowed to adjust to 43CO2, in
agreement with RFTP:INST . This PORT result is confirmed by the fully coupled SC-WACCM integrations,
for which RFTOA:ADJ is shown in Fig. 2f. A region of
statistically insignificant RFTOA:ADJ is seen over East
Antarctica (white areas in Fig. 2f), a remnant of the
negative RFTOA:INST combined with strong surface
warming in this region (Fig. 4b), which enhances the LW
emission to space.
We, therefore, arrive at the following key result: when
the stratosphere is allowed to adjust, the RFTOA:INST of
43CO2 disappears, even over the highest locations in
East Antarctica. To better understand this result, we
examine the seasonal evolution of the instantaneous
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FIG. 3. East Antarctic area-averaged ensemble-mean seasonal cycle of (a) RFTOA:INST and DSAT averaged over days 1–5 of the
SC-WACCM integrations and (b) duration (in days) of negative DFTOA:LW (i.e., radiative forcing at the TOA) in the SC-WACCM
integrations.

RFTOA:INST . The ensemble mean RFTOA:INST , for each
month, area-averaged over East Antarctica (Fig. S4)
and over the first 5 days of the SC-WACCM integrations, is shown by the blue line in Fig. 3a. As already noted, it is negative over only 6 months of the
year. More importantly, however, even in those months
the negative RFTOA:INST is very short lived. In Fig. 3b, we
show the number of days over which DFTOA:LW is negative, for each month separately. Clearly, the negative
values over East Antarctica disappear in less than
10 days in most months. This is because stratospheric
adjustment is very fast: in our SC-WACCM integrations,
20% of the final cooling at 10 hPa occurs in the first
5 days after quadrupling of CO2 (Fig. S2).
We next turn our attention from the TOA to the
surface, and ask the question that provides the ultimate
motivation for this entire exercise: Can a large increase
in CO2 actually lead to a surface cooling anywhere in
Antarctica? Based on the above analysis, we do not

expect any cooling at the surface in response to 43CO2.
Using our SC-WACCM integrations, we can now verify
this directly. In other words, we can ask this: Is there any
evidence for surface cooling in the initial few days after
we quadruple CO2, when a statistically significant negative RFTOA:INST is present in certain seasons?
The answer to this question is given in Fig. 4a, where we
plot the ensemble mean and 12-month mean SAT response to 43CO2 in SC-WACCM, averaged over the first
five days of the integrations. Despite a negative
RFTOA:INST over East Antarctica, we find surface warming throughout the continent. Furthermore, the surface
warming is present in all months (see Fig. 3a, red curve).
In addition, we find a weak but statistically significant
negative correlation between the magnitude of East
Antarctic RFTOA:INST and DSAT averaged over the first
five days, across all ensemble members (see Fig. S3). If the
negative RFTOA:INST caused a cooling (or weaker warming) of the Antarctic surface, we would expect a positive

FIG. 4. Ensemble and 12-month mean DSAT (a) averaged over days 1–5 and (b) 1-yr-averaged for the SC-WACCM
integrations. White shading indicates regions that are not statistically significant at the 95% level.
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FIG. 5. East Antarctic area-averaged ensemble mean and 3-month
mean differences in surface energy fluxes between the 43CO2 and
preindustrial SC-WACCM integrations (net surface energy flux:
FSFC:NET , net surface longwave flux: FSFC:LW , net surface shortwave
flux: FSFC:SW , latent heat flux: FLH , and sensible heat flux: FSH )
averaged over days 1–5. Downward fluxes are positive.

correlation. Thus, our model integrations reveal a complete lack of influence of the negative RFTOA:INST on SAT
in response to 43CO 2 . This is consistent with the
RFTP:INST , which is positive everywhere over Antarctica in
both the PORT and SC-WACCM integrations. (Figs. 2b,e).
And, as one might expect at this point, the ensemble average SAT response over the entire year of the integrations
also shows a warming throughout the entire Antarctic
continent, as seen in Fig. 4b.
Finally, to elucidate the surface warming over East
Antarctica in spite of the negative RFTOA:INST , we examine the surface energy budget. Figure 5 shows the
ensemble mean and 3-month mean responses of surface
fluxes to 43CO2 in SC-WACCM, averaged over the first
five days of the integrations. We see that the difference
in net surface energy flux is positive, and that the only
positive contribution to this is from the net downward
longwave radiative flux (recall that downward fluxes are
positive). This enhanced downwelling LW flux is due
almost entirely to elevated CO2 concentrations, and is
attenuated slightly by a rapid adjustment of clouds (see
Fig. S5). Thus, although the vertical temperature profiles over Antarctica in certain seasons give rise to enhanced outgoing LW fluxes at the TOA in response to
43CO2 (before the stratospheric temperatures adjust),
the RFTP:INST and Fig. 5 clearly indicate that a strong
enhancement of the downward LW flux dominates the
surface energy budget response, and, therefore, leads
to a warming of the Antarctic surface on all time scales.

4. Conclusions
We have here confirmed the existence of a negative
RFTOA:INST over Antarctica with increased CO2, reported in S15, using an offline radiative transfer model
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with temperature profiles taken from a stratosphereresolving GCM. Furthermore, we have extended the
work of S15 to examine the instantaneous radiative
forcing at the tropopause and the effect of stratospheric
adjustment. Perhaps unsurprisingly, we find that the
negative radiative forcing completely disappears when
these more appropriate quantities are considered.
We have also considered the coupled climate response
and the possible impact of rapid climate feedbacks using
the fully coupled GCM integrations, and shown that the
peculiar negative RFTOA:INST does not result in any
surface cooling at the Antarctic surface upon quadrupling of CO2 concentrations. This is due to the enhanced
downward LW flux at the surface in response to 43CO2.
In closing, we note that our model integrations with a
large and highly idealized forcing were not designed to
precisely quantify how the negative RFTOA:INST might
have affected Antarctic surface climate in recent decades. That said, our findings suggest that it is highly
unlikely that the robust surface cooling trend observed
over East Antarctica in recent decades is caused by
the negative RFTOA:INST due to CO2. One final simple
argument, relating to the seasonality of the observed
Antarctic trends, supports our findings. The largest
cooling trends in East Antarctica are found in austral
autumn (MAM), whereas the strongest negative
RFTOA:INST occurs in austral spring and summer (SON
and DJF; see Figs. 3a and S1). Recent work argues that
the cooling trend appears to be inconsistent with any
historical anthropogenic forcing, and suggests that internal climate variability may play an important role
(Smith and Polvani 2017).
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